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MASTER FORM GROUPS
These are the basic form groups as presented in our technical book, TEXT:

CLASS #

ELEMENTS USED

EXAMPLES [FROM
EARTH]

GROUP I

EARTH, AIR,
FIRE
WATER, ETHER

HUMAN BEINGS

GROUP II

EARTH, AIR
FIRE WATER

QUADRUPED
MAMMALS

GROUP III AIR, FIRE, WATER BIRDS
GROUP IV EARTH, FIRE

REPTILES, INSECTS

GROUP V

VEGETATION

WATER

These groups are universally applicable. However, the element mix for Groups II thru IV may vary
slightly. Group I always contains all the elements and Group V always consists of the Water element.
The Elements are the precursors to matter. When it is time for the Administrators to create a new
physical universe, they use these basic elements. When the physical universe goes into dissolution,
matter returns to these basic Elements.

SPIRITUALLY CAPABLE GROUPS
Only Group I is Spiritually capable. This is because the Ether element is necessary for Spiritual
capability. Although the other groups have Souls or are associated with an Oversoul, they will never
realize Spirituality no matter how much they may develop. It is simply not part of their makeup. If they
are ever to enter the pure Spiritual planes, they will need to somehow obtain a Group I body. However,
Souls in the lower Groups do survive physical death and ascend to the Astral dimensions. They simply
cannot cross the barrier which separates the created worlds from the pure Spiritual worlds. It is
important to understand how this limitation influences behavior. The only reality the lower groups can
comprehend is the world of phenomenon - the material creation where time and matter, in some form,
exist. The thought that anything could exist outside of these created worlds will never occur to them.
Consequently, there is only one possible direction available to them if they choose to expand their
horizons. That direction is to become immersed in materialism and the exploration and study of the
created worlds of phenomenon. They never reach the realization that what they perceive as reality is an
illusion. It should not come as a surprise, therefore, that lower Groups on planets which have existed far

longer than Earth would advance as much as possible in the material direction and eventually acquire
advanced technologies.
Indian mysticism presents a logical process called the "wheel of 84" which proposes that Souls make
gradual, slow progress moving up thru the groups from V to I and then finally get a chance at
Spirituality. However, direct observations do not support this. Past life regressions or readings for
humans consistently show previous human lives and not previous lives as some lower creature group.
Whatever the correct sequence may be, we do know certain facts from direct observations. We know
that, although all the Groups exist together on Earth, they do not continue this association beyond
physical death. Only Group I beings exist in the Astral planes where humans generally go after physical
death. Where do the others go? This is an interesting question and expeditions by groups of people who
can Astrally project have searched in vain for this after death location. We know it exists and we know
the other groups of life forms survive physical death, however, it appears we are not permitted to enter
these dimensions.

SUBGROUPS FOR GROUP I
Beings in Group I are Spiritually capable. However, being Spiritually capable does guarantee Spiritual
development. This is because Group I beings have the power to choose. The lower groups generally
make automatic positive progress. The choice option is generally not available to them. However,
Group I can choose to regress. We can subdivide this class into four main groups:
Active Development
The active development group is the group you would naturally expect to find. This is the group which
understands the unique opportunity they have due the great fortune of being born in a Group I body.
They dedicate their lifetime to Spiritual development.
We should point out that the Spiritual worlds which exist outside of the created universe select in favor
of the Spiritually developed. However, the created worlds where we presently live select in favor of the
Spiritually challenged. Therefore, as the cycles of time progress, the quantity of Spiritually developed
Souls will steadily decrease because these Souls will leave the created or "lower" worlds for the "higher"
Spiritual planes and will not return. Therefore, when we reach the last phase of the cycle, the Kali Yuga,
evil will likely significantly exceed good in the general population of the created worlds.
Active Suppression
This subgroup of Group I has become aware of Spirituality and has decided that it is somehow
dangerous to their agenda. They spend their time thinking up ways to prevent others, who would likely
choose Spirituality, from successfully making that choice. This group includes members of the
"priestcraft" - the leaders and architects of the garden variety religions - as well as most high level

government officials.
Active Rejection
This subgroup is aware of Spiritual regions but rejects them. They believe that life in the lower creation
is preferable to a Spiritual life. This generally occurs because they realize that all the decadent pleasures
that they can experience in the lower creation do not exist in the higher planes and they do not want to
give up these desires. The most influential example would be the Bilderberg group.
Unaware
This is the subgroup of Group I which is simply clueless about the tremendous unrealized potential they
have as a Soul with a Group I body. Consequently, they are subject to outside manipulation. They may
have the good fortune of coming under the care of Spiritually developed Souls. They may just waste
their precious life in ignorance. They may come under the influence of negative propaganda from the
Active Suppression group.
On Earth, the Active Suppression and Active Rejection groups control the general population. Some
small autonomous or semiautonomous Spiritual groups survive. The planet is ruled by a relatively small
group of people who love physical pleasures and power over others. In order to live the comfortable
lifestyle to which they are accustomed, they need slaves. Therefore, they use Active Suppression
methods to keep the general population from developing Spiritually so their Souls will not be able to
escape this dimension and they will therefore remain here as servants to the ruling masters.
Because of this situation, Earth humans, which are technically Group I creatures, effectively function
more like Group II or even lower Group creatures.

INTELLIGENCE
Let's say you live on Mars. One nice morning you go out to look for pretty red rocks - or whatever
Martians do to pass the time - and this thing comes down from the sky, lands and starts to move around.
You exclaim, "Intelligent extraterrestrial life has landed". Well, it is extraterrestrial and it did land and it
might be slightly intelligent but it is certainly not life. It is just some junk sent from Earth.
What is intelligence and what is the value of intelligence? While intelligence is necessary to function
effectively in this dimension, we tend to give unreasonable value and status to this faculty. To illustrate
this error, let's look at some examples.
First, consider the "genius kids" used by the secret national labs. The government recruits average kids
from grade school, takes them to the secret labs and gives them special classified drugs which boost
their intelligence and allow them to obtain several Ph.D. degrees way before they are even eighteen.

They live in secret housing at the national labs. Reportedly, they exist on a diet of soft drinks, candy
bars and potato chips. They roam the halls day and night in their underwear or maybe less mulling over
the complex problem that has been assigned to them. No one cares what they do as long as they are
making progress on their assignment. They use the kids to solve problems too complex for computers.
Clearly, the kids have high intelligence. Obviously, they are technically smarter than the lab directors.
However, the administrators have no real respect for them. They are sort of "organic modules" to plug
into a "living computer" which burn out and need to be periodically replaced. None of the kids are kept
beyond the age of twenty-five or so. They are replaced by fresh kids. Where do they go? Would you
want them in your company? Remember, they have totally missed adolescence and have no social
skills. Do you want a super smart Ph.D. who has to be reminded periodically to take a bath? The point
here is that, although intelligence is important, there are other qualities necessary for a meaningful life
which are perhaps more important. Assigning value based solely upon intelligence is serious error.
Secondly, let's consider Watson. Watson is not even alive. Watson is IBM's ultra smart computer which
consistently beats real people on game shows. Watson is really smart. Some philosophers argue that the
smartest person in the world should logically rule the world. Would you like to be ruled by President
Watson. It really is smart - much smarter than you. So, why shouldn't you surrender control of your life
to Watson? After all, it would be the intelligent thing to do.
Since we can manufacture machines with intelligence superior to living people and artificially
dramatically increase the intelligence of any average person with special drugs, rating people by
intelligence (IQ) has essentially no absolute validity at all. It is meaningless.

STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS AS ONLY VALID SOPHISTICATION ID
IGC catalogs life forms by a form code and a state of consciousness code. This is considered the only
universally valid ID system because your state of consciousness, which is an earned quality, is the only
quality which stays with you when you leave the created worlds for your permanent home in the
Spiritual worlds. Nothing else remains. You earn your state of consciousness by your ordeals in the
lower creation of time and matter. State of consciousness cannot be faked. There is no way to cheat and
get it faster. It cannot be bought or sold.
Other qualities that some consider important in the lower creation are meaningless. Intelligence is
meaningless because it can be artificially created. The concept of wealth is meaningless. You did not
create this universe and it does not belong to you. You have no right to claim ownership of anything.
Also, everything made of matter is temporary. It is also essentially unreal since matter is constantly
changing. The latest fad of "intellectual property" is a total joke. All information is essentially
borrowed from the pool called the "universal mind". You don't even get to keep your own mind. It
must be left behind when you enter the pure Spiritual worlds.

IGC CLASSIFICATION OF FORMS

As stated above, the standard IGC catalog of forms classifies the various creatures in the physical
dimension by a form code and a state of consciousness code. Clearly, this is a huge catalog. There are
over one hundred basic form codes just for Earth humans. Only Group I creatures will have state of
consciousness codes above 3108. Most of the lower Groups will stay in the 1100 range. The 2200
range is generally for those whose existence is dominated by material desires and who are immersed in
the world of physical phenomenon. Most Earth humans operate in this range. Codes in the 4000 range
are to indicate access to non physical areas of the created worlds. The 5000 series codes are for those
who can access the pure Spiritual worlds.

GROUP SOULS
We need to explain the concept of group Souls. While creatures in Group I, which includes Earth
humans, generally have individual Souls, other groups may not. Creatures in Group IV generally
operate under a group Soul. The best example of this would be termites. Scientists discovered that
termites all over the world swarm at exactly the same time although they have no obvious way to
communicate over great distances. Of course, scientists would never consider the notion of a Soul or
invisible dimensions. However, since they could not deny the obvious "phenomenon", they coined the
phrase quantum neural resonance to explain what they had observed. What is really going on, of
course, is that termites, as Group IV creatures operate under a group Soul and not individual Souls. You
could think of all the termites in the world as part of one giant organism. Since the communications
system which links them to the group Soul and to each other operates outside of time, their responses are
instantaneous no matter where in the world they may be. The group Soul concept would also explain
observed behavior. For example, some termites found that they could eat creosote treated lumber if
thousands of termites would go in first, take a mouth full of creosote and leave. They would promptly
die but would deplete the preservative to the point that the remaining termites could successfully eat the
wood. Instead of looking at this event as "suicidal termites", the correct perspective is an event
equivalent to, say, chipping a finger nail, as the termites are not individuals but rather, collectively, a
huge single organism. They are just not physically linked but rather psychically linked.
Groups II and III can also organize under a group Soul.

CLASSIC ALIEN REPORTS
The most common classic alien report concerns the "grey" people. These creatures are Group IV
insectoids. The only thing below them that might land in some space ship would be, say, an aggressive
tomato which would be a Group V creature. We know that the 1947 UFO report was a legitimate alien
landing because it is covered as such in the FRUS books. These are the secret history books of the US
that can theoretically only be seen by privileged insiders. The aliens in this incident are suspected to
have been the "greys".
Another classic group are the reptilians. These aliens, like the insectoids, are also Group IV beings.

However, some aliens, such as the Pleiadians, are Group I creatures. The Pleiadians are a very old race
which originated naturally and has not been genetically modified.

NON CONVENTIONAL ALIEN REPORTS
Classic aliens are assumed to come from somewhere in the physical universe in linear time. Here is a
brief list of other sources and methods:
1. Aliens coming from another dimension such as the Astral planes and assuming a human looking
form.
2. Aliens coming from the past or future using time travel technology.
3. Aliens projecting here but retaining their subtle (Astral) form which would be invisible to most
natives.
4. Earth natives from the past or future using time travel technology. We have a very limited accurate
history of this planet. Advanced civilizations with high technology could well have existed here in the
distant past.
5. Present day Earth natives maintaining "bases" in the future. The US reportedly maintains a military
base fifteen years in the future with communication links to the present. The purpose is to monitor the
future to make sure it develops according to the wishes of the ruling oligarchs in the present. Intel from
the future would allow "tweaking" the present to guarantee that the future conforms to present desires.
Attempting to change the past to alter the present has proved ineffective. However, the future, which is
more pliant, could be theoretically choreographed in the present and caused to come into existence as
desired.

UPGRADES AND DOWNGRADES
Once creatures develop sufficiently to understand the genetic codes, the temptation to tinker with these
codes exists. Nothing in the created worlds is perfect. This is why the created worlds must periodically
be dissolved and then recreated. The genetic codes are not perfect either. However, both the creation
and the codes for the life forms are, originally, as close to perfect as possible. The cycles of time repeat
essentially indefinitely and the Administrators responsible are infinitely more qualified to construct the
codes for life forms than any genetic scientist. Also, all of the original codes are designed to foster
positive Spiritual evolution. This is the purpose of the Creation. Unfortunately, when amateurs start
playing with the codes the situation can quickly resemble the classic story of "the sorcerer's apprentice".
Recall that the apprentice got ahold of the sorcerer's magic wand and proceeded to create havoc he could
not control or correct. In the story, the sorcerer returns to make things right. However, no sorcerer is

coming this time. You break it - you live with it.
The "greys", in the most popular narrative, are here looking for a genetic upgrade. They cut up cows
(Group II creatures) and play with humans (Group I creatures) to try to upgrade themselves beyond
Group IV to a higher status.
Conversely, the reptilians, also Group IV, are supposedly not interested in upgrading themselves but in
downgrading others to their level. Here is how this scenario would play out: The reptilians operate
under a group Soul. If they could somehow get enough genetic material into Group I humans, the
humans would drop out of Group I, lose their Spiritual abilities and desires and come under the
influence of the reptilian group Soul. If the world's leaders could be successfully modified in this way,
they could all be coordinated by the reptilian group Soul and control of the world would be in the hands
of the reptilians.
It sounds like a really great science fiction plot. However, it should be noted that, in practical reality,
most of the world leaders are "cold blooded" heartless despots who have no conscience and no regard
for the general population. However, they generally do like each other and network together very well.
Also, they immediately conspire to kill any world leader who shows compassion for ordinary people and
work tirelessly to replace him with one of their own who will then crush the helpless masses under his
control. It's probably all coincidence but it sure looks like the classic "reptilian agenda".

EXPERIMENTAL CREATURES
Quite some years ago, a scientist came up with the idea of creating a slave race by genetically upgrading
lower primates just enough to enable them to understand and obey simple commands. The idea was to
sell the new creatures to help people with menial tasks. He succeeded. However, he was Catholic and
the church ordered him to abandon the project. Of course, he had to obey.
Although the original project envisioned peaceful uses for the slave race, current projects reportedly
underway by the government do not. These projects seek to create some type of vicious, heartless super
soldier by genetically upgrading large primates. Since they are naturally strong and clearly superior to
humans in physical combat, the object is to program these disposable savage killers to invade countries
and decimate everything in sight. This secret project is covered in the season three episode of Jesse
Ventura's TV show titled "Manimal" [ http://www.jesseventura.net ].
Many experimental creatures have been created in the secret government labs and, no doubt, many more
will emerge in the future. One of the original creatures from years ago was a giant spider. Apparently,
the scientists had watched too many scary fiction movies. Anyway, although they were able to grow the
spider, they found that it could not survive because its legs could not support its weight.

PARAMETERS FOR DEEP SPACE TRAVELERS

Who would you be likely to meet if you went on a "star trek". Who would likely want to come visit you
on your home planet. We can establish basic parameters for both situations. These parameters are set
by abilities and desires. Obviously, first, you need the ability to build practical spacecraft. Additionally,
you need the desire to do this.
Let's consider the upper end of the spectrum first. The high end would be Group I creatures who are
Spiritually aware and actively seeking Spirituality. They would have the ability to go into space.
However, they would have no desire to do so. They would have realized that the physical universe is
not their true home and has nothing of value to offer them. Also, in case they were curious, they could
simply project to any point they chose without the need of any technology. Therefore, you will not meet
this class in space.
However, you may meet equivalent creatures who travel as Administrators. Administrators are
developed Souls who choose to stay and administer the Creation. They have administrator privilege
which means they can access the full power of the Causal plane to carry out their duties. In the physical
dimension, this is essentially absolute power. IGC and its enforcement division, IGP, enforce the laws
of the Creation so that the will of the Creator will be fulfilled.
With the exception of Administrators, the effective upper limit of creatures you might meet are the
creatures in Group I who have somehow "lost it" and have Spiritually fallen. A good example would be
the Earth people interested in space. Essentially all NASA people are Masons. Since Masons worship
Satan, they have lost any right they may have had to enter the Spiritual worlds. They are generally
supported by scientific atheists who deny the existence of anything Spiritual. There is a report on the
history of the NASA moon mission claiming that the astronauts did some kind of Satanic ritual on the
moon before exiting the capsule. They are clearly into some pretty crazy beliefs.
The lower limit of creatures would be the advanced Group IV creatures such as the classic "grey
aliens". This group, however, would still need some compelling motivation. In the case of the "grey"
insectoid group, this motivation is survival. The scenario for them is that they have reached the limits of
their physical form and need to find a way to genetically upgrade themselves in order to continue to
survive. Survival is definitely a strong motivation.
Between the upper and lower limits you will find creatures in groups I thru IV. Since Group I is the
only Spiritual capable group and is relatively small compared to the Group IV thru Group II collective,
the probability is that you will be encountering creatures from the lower groups. The primary
motivations would be survival and colonization/conquest. Survival motivations include situations where
the home planet will no longer adequately support life or is likely to be destroyed by some cosmic
event. Colonization and conquest motivations include the desire to look for places where "the grass is
greener".
The chance that you would find creatures wandering around in space "just to make new friends and seek
out new cultures" is essentially impossible. You do not make that kind of effort unless you want

something.
If and when people from Earth seriously go into space, the most likely scenario would be a situation
such as that depicted in the fiction movie "Avatar". They would seek cultures they felt could be
exploited, strip the alien planet of resources and kill or enslave the local inhabitants.
If this sounds unrealistically cruel to you, for citizens of the United States, you should recall how you
came to live in this land. You live here because your ancestors came here, killed millions of indigenous
people who were already here and herded the few they did not kill into isolation camps so that they
could steal the land. Since this is how they think and act, why would you believe anything would
change if they went to another planet.

